### Race
- Canine

#### Sub-races
- Big Dog
- Regular Dog
- Lap Dog

#### Items
- Barley’s Ball of Fetching
- Bun-Bun of Soothing
- Collar of Command
- Earhtouch Harness
- Everwater Drinking Bowl
- Festooned Flea Collar
- Franzible’s Favourite Bone
- Groof’s Gobblecharm Necklace
- Hegglewyddle’s Handy Helper
- Hermal’s Halitoid Hoop
- Pavol’s Bell of Conditioning
- Silgoon’s Sleepytime Blanket
- Silken Mantle of Lustrous Pelt Cloak
- Snack Sack of Scoobus
- The Cone of Shame Cursed Item
- The Eye of Wagamoto
- Tymon’s Tugrope of Tenacity

### Feats
- A Friend Indeed
- Alpha of the Pack
- Ankle Cutter
- Apex Predator
- Arcanine Scrounger
- Bard of Amity
- Buried in the Veil
- Calming and Charming
- Dark Bark
- Devoted to the Pack
- Dimension Digger
- Dogged Casting
- Familiar Friends
- Fangs of the Wolf
- Feral Cooperation
- Fey Friend
- Guide the Pack
- Guiding Paw Strike
- Hound the Foes
- Howling Melody
- Lead the Hunt
- Loyalty to the Last
- Mark the Ground
- Netherhound Companion
- Pack Fighter
- Savage Howl
- Shadow Paw Rogue
- Slashing Claws, Silent Paws
- Supportive Spell
- The Pack is Many, The Pack is One
- The Soul of the Pack
- The Wisdom of Playfulness

### Spells:
- Circle of Territory

### Sub-classes
- Companion Domain

### Backgrounds
- Awakened Animal